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Project Title: Assessing the Breeding probability of Slaty Egrets in and around the Barotse
floodplain IBA, Zambia
Background
September 2017, BirdWatch Zambia (BWZ) was awarded a
capacity development small grant under BirdLife International’s
young conservation leaders program. The grant supported a
team of early career conservationist working for BirdWatch
Zambia (the BirdLife International Partner) to undertake an
ambitious series of surveys to ascertain the breeding probability
of the Vulnerable Slaty Egret, Egretta vinaceigula in Zambia’s
Barotse floodplain IBA and the Liuwa National Park.

Project Objectives

Project Implementation Approach
The project is being implemented in partnership with the department of national parks and
wildlife (DNPW) as well as the International Crane Foundation (ICF). The research team in
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composed of representatives from BWZ, ICF and DNPW and data from the project is jointly
owned by the 3 institutions. The strength of this partnership is built on the foundation of these
3 institutions’ work in waterbird monitoring on the Kafue Flats which has been sustained for well
over 2 decades.
Research Method
The project team is using the data point count methods for water hole searches to document
habitat type and species present at water holes. The water holes are on 5km transects
established during the baseline surveys. 50% of the transects were initially randomly selected
while the other 50% was along established tracks/loops especially within the national park due
to regulations regarding off road driving. The team either walks or uses the vehicle to move along
transects depending on the nature of the terrain on that transect. All transect start and end
points are Georeferenced, the same is done with the water holes along the transects. Birds are
spotted using binoculars and/or spotting scope. In addition to Slaty Egret presence/absence data,
general waterbird data is also recorded. In addition, habitat details and various parameters are
also recorded as indicated in the form below.
Waterbird Data Recording Form

The collected data is then analysed against the known suitable breeding habitat of the Slaty Egret to
establish possible points at which the species maybe breeding in Zambia. So far it seems as though Liuwa,
Busanga and Simungoma (shown below) are the most likely breeding sites. However, it is necessary to
have some follow-up surveys in the areas before the data can be declared conclusive.
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In addition to bird and habitat description data, the project team has also documented threats to the
habitats around the Barotse. It is worth noting that agriculture expansion for rice farming was listed as
the most critical from the data of the November and March surveys.
The preliminary findings so far are now feeding into he development of a proposed 2nd phase of the project
which is to be submitted in October this year for possible funding. Proposed highlights of the anticipated
2nd phase are shown below;
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